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Vision

To improve  
outcomes for people 
affected by cancer  
through world-class 
research and service 

improvement

ABOUT US
The Monash Partners Comprehensive  

Cancer Consortium (MPCCC) is a strategic  
alliance of health service and research organisations 
working in partnership to improve cancer outcomes 

through integrated, collaborative and innovative  
research, service improvement and clinical care programs.

Our collaborative, patient-driven improvement  
philosophy extends beyond our region.  

We provide leadership and support to regional  
and rural Victoria, and our work contributes to, 
complements and inspires initiatives at other  

major metropolitan centres, such as the Victorian 
Comprehensive Cancer Centre (VCCC),  

North Eastern Melbourne Integrated 
Cancer Service and Paediatric 

Integrated Cancer Service.

Major Sponsor

MPCCC clinical and research partners

MPCCC Co-ordinating Agencies

Monash Partners Comprehensive Cancer Consortium 
acknowledges the support of the Victorian Government.
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August 2016 commenced with a 
reconfiguration of MPCCC’s governance 
structure to include a Cancer and Blood 
Disease Theme Executive, so as to better 
align with Monash Partners Academic  
Health Science Centre (MPAHSC).  
This restructure has enabled MPCCC to 
include Eastern Health in our partnership, 
establish the MPCCC’s 2016 Research 
Grant, invite new philanthropic relationships 
and competitively bid for project funding 
from the $10 million allocated to MPAHSC 
from the federal government’s Medical 
Research Futures Fund. 

Following an extensive consultation 
process, MPCCC has delivered a strategic 
plan for cancer improvement 2017 – 2021. 
Endorsed by our partner CEOs and the 
Victorian State Government, MPCCC’s 
strategic priorities are now clearly defined 
and pending funding, can be progressed 
towards implementation. A snapshot of the 
strategic plan is presented on pages 6 and 7.

MPCCC’s number one strategic goal is 
patient centricity and equity, and in line 
with this, MPCCC has integrated patient 
advocates at all levels of our work: in  
the boardroom, on grant review panels,  
in planning for implementation of Optimal 
Care Pathways, in consultations regarding 
the strategic plan and as presenters at 
our annual cancer dinner forum. MPCCC 
appreciates the professionalism and 
commitment of our voluntary patient 
advocates and values their contributions  
to our decision making processes.

2017 introduced two newly created joint 
clinical and academic appointments: 
Professor Director of Oncology, Monash 
Health and Monash University and Professor 
Director of Oncology, The Alfred and Monash 
University (incoming August 2017), as well 
as a new Head of Oncology at Peninsula 
Health (incoming August 2017). 

These appointments will contribute 
significantly to the Cancer and Blood 
Diseases Theme’s clinical research 
leadership and support MPCCC’s future 
capacity for growth and change. You can 
read more about our new leads on pages 
10 and 11.

The establishment of an agreement 
for collaboration and co-operation with 
the Victorian Comprehensive Cancer 
Consortium (VCCC) was another  
important achievement, and one that 
MPCCC will continue to nurture over time.  
This mutually beneficial arrangement 
will help progress towards an integrated 
system for Victorian cancer improvement.

Last but not least, MPCCC would like to 
extend our sincere gratitude to Professor 
Bryan Williams who resigned from the 
MPCCC Governance Group in May 2017, 
following the announcement of the 
appointment of Professor Elizabeth 
Hartland as the new Director and CEO of 
Hudson Institute of Medical Research. 
Professor Williams has been a valued 
Governance member of the MCCC since 
2011 and the MPCCC since its inception  
in 2015. He will be taking the opportunity 
to step back from administration, and 
refocus on his research activities and 
other interests. 

MPCCC’s Annual Report is a testament to 
our collective effort and to the dedication 
of our increasingly integrated community, 
and I am proud to present it to you.

Sue Williams
Chair 
MPCCC

In my second year as Chair of MPCCC’s Governance Group 
we have focussed on building the foundations of MPCCC 
by developing our future strategic plan, re-aligning our 
governance structures and expanding our leadership. 

MESSAGE  
FROM THE CHAIR
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Partner CEOs 

PROF CHRISTINA MITCHELL

Dean, 
Faculty of Medicine Nursing 
and Health Sciences,  
Monash University

PROF BRYAN WILLIAMS

Institute Director and  
Chief Executive Officer,  
Hudson Institute of  
Medical Research  
(retired June 2017)

MPCCC would like to  
acknowledge the leadership  

and continued support of our  
partner CEOs and the Dean, Faculty of  

Medicine Nursing and Health Sciences, 
Monash University. 

It is thanks to their united vision and 
enduring partnership that the MPCCC has 
emerged as an integral component of the 

Victorian healthcare system, and as  
the flagship Theme of the Monash  

Partners Academic Health  
Science Centre.

DR MICHAEL WALSH

Chief Executive, 
Cabrini Health

DR ANDREW WAY

Chief Executive Officer, 
Alfred Health

ADJUNCT PROF DAVID PLUNKETT

Chief Executive Officer,  
Eastern Health

ANDREW STRIPP

Chief Executive, 
Monash Health

SUE WILLIAMS

Chief Executive Officer,  
Peninsula Health
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PROF JOHN ZALCBERG
Monash Partners  
Cancer and Blood Diseases,  
Theme Executive 
 representative

MPCCC Leadership

A/PROF ERWIN LOH 
Executive Director, 
Medical Services and Quality, 
Monash Health

A/PROF PETER LOWTHIAN
Executive Director, 
Medical Services, 
Cabrini Health

MR BRENDON GARDNER
Chief Operating Officer, 
Frankston Hospital, 
Peninsula Health

MS KETHLY FALLON
Clinical Services Director, 
Cancer and Medical Specialities, 
Alfred Health 

MS SARAH NEWTON 
Deputy Dean, External 
Relations, Faculty of Medicine 
Nursing and Health Sciences, 
Monash University

PROF BRYAN WILLIAMS
Director, Hudson Institute  
of Medical Research 

A/PROF JEREMY MILLAR
Director, Radiation Oncology, 
Alfred Health;  
Director, William Buckland 
Radiotherapy Centre

A/PROF PAUL MCMURRICK 
Head, Monash University 
Department of Surgery, 
Cabrini Health

A/PROF PETER DOWNIE 
Head, Paediatric  
Haematology-Oncology, 
Monash Health;  
Director, Children’s  
Cancer Centre 
Monash Children’s Hospital

PROF ROGER DALY 
Head, Department of 
Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology, Faculty of Medicine 
Nursing and Health Sciences, 
Monash University

PROF IAN DAVIS 
Head, Eastern Health  
Clinical School, 
Monash University

PROF JOHN ZALCBERG
Professor of Cancer Research, 
Department of Epidemiology 
and Preventive Medicine, 
Monash University

PROF HELENA TEEDE 
Executive Director, 
Monash Partners Academic 
Health Science Centre

MS JANNE WILLIAMS 
Patient Advocate

MS KIERA MANSFIELD 
General Manager, 
Service Innovation, 
South Eastern Melbourne 
Primary Health Network

PROF IAN DAVIS 
Head, Eastern Health  
Clinical School, 
Monash University

A/PROF JEREMY MILLAR
Director, Radiation Oncology, 
Alfred Health;  
Director, William Buckland 
Radiotherapy Centre

A/PROF RON FIRESTEIN 
Head, Centre for  
Cancer Research, 
Hudson Institute of  
Medical Research

PROF DAVID KISSANE
Head, Department of 
Psychiatry, Monash University 
and Monash Health

PROF HARSHAL NANDURKAR 
Head, Australian Centre  
for Blood Diseases, 
The Alfred and  
Monash University

A/PROF PAUL MCMURRICK
Head, Monash University 
Department of Surgery,  
Cabrini Health

A/PROF GARY RICHARDSON 
Head, Szalmuk Family 
Department of Medical  
Oncology, Cabrini Health

PROF EVA SEGELOV
Professor Director of Oncology, 
Monash Health and Monash 
University

PROF MARK SHACKLETON
Incoming Professor Director 
of Oncology, The Alfred and 
Monash University

Cancer and Blood Diseases Theme Executive

Directors

Governance Group

Administration

MS HEATHER DAVIS
Manager, 
Southern Melbourne  
Integrated Cancer Service

MS ANNA KILGOUR
Chief Operating Officer, 
Monash Comprehensive  
Cancer Consortium

MS LINDA MADDAFORD
Secretary, 
Monash Partners Comprehensive 
Cancer Consortium

PROF EVA SEGELOV 
Acting Clinical Director, 
Southern Melbourne  
Integrated Cancer Service 
(from June 2017)

PROF GAIL RISBRIDGER
Research Director, 
Monash Comprehensive  
Cancer Consortium

DR PETER BRIGGS
Clinical Director, 
Southern Melbourne  
Integrated Cancer Service
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MPCCC Strategic Plan at a Glance

GOAL 2:   
Research 

Innovation

GOAL 1:   
Patient  

centricity   
and equity

GOAL 3:   
Service 

 improvement

GOAL 4:   
Measurement  

for  
improvement
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GOAL 5: Collaboration for strategic alignment

OUR MISSION
To integrate cancer research and service  improvement  
by creating a culture of  collaboration and innovation  

that transcends  organisational boundaries and  
drives  improved cancer outcomes.

OUR VALUES
INNOVATION    •    COLLABORATION    •    EQUITY    •    ENGAGEMENT    •    IMPROVEMENT    •    QUALITY    •    VALUE 

OUR STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
Victorian Cancer Plan 2016–2020

Victorian Health and Medical Research Strategy 2016–2020 Victorian Integrated Cancer Services Strategic Goals

Monash Partners Academic Health Science Centre strategic agenda 

Goals and priorities of health service partners and the broader health and research sector

BENEFITS OF OUR COLLABORATION
Working at scale  

Linking ideas and resources  

Sharing and learning  

Strengthening world-class capability

OUR IMPACT
Equitable access to high-quality,  patient-centred  

cancer research and care 

Improved cancer outcomes

World-class research and service  improvement activities

OUR PARTNERS
Alfred Health   •   Cabrini Health   •   Eastern Health 

 Monash Health   •   Peninsula Health   •   Monash University   
Hudson Institute of Medical Research

OUR PHILOSOPHY
That cancer research and service  improvement  

should be driven and informed  by the needs  
of community.

OUR EXPERTISE
Basic research   •   Translational research   •   Clinical research 

Health service delivery   •   Health services research 
Population health   •   Epidemiological research

OUR STRATEGIC GOALS

GOAL 6: Leading a culture of excellence



Plan into Action - Flagship Projects

SERVICE 
IMPROVEMENT

PATIENT  
CENTRICITY 
AND EQUITY

RESEARCH 
 INNOVATION
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1.
World- class platform for precision medicine 6.

Using clinical  
registries to  inform  

quality improvements
and research

7.
Enhancing clinical  

pathways  through real-time 
collection and reporting  

of PROMs  and PREMs

2.
Use of tele- trials to improve clinical trials   

access and recruitment

5.
Developing,  
testing and 

implementing 
service  delivery 
 improvements 

through  Optimal  
Care Pathways

3.
Developing, testing  

and implementing service  
 delivery improvements:   

Shared care

4.
Developing, testing and 
implementing service   

delivery improvements:  
 Building psycho- oncology 

capacity

The MPCCC has highlighted  
seven flagship projects that  

encapsulate our strategic goals and  
will drive critical improvements in cancer 

research and improvement activity.

Our flagship projects represent the foundation 
work required to deliver a cohesive and coordinated 

approach that links discovery through to  
pre-clinical and clinical research, drives the 

translation of research into practice, and uses 
clinical and patient-reported outcomes to  
measure progress and identify and inform  

further areas for improvement.

DATA AND 
MEASUREMENT
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2016 MPCCC Cancer FORUM 

Chaired by Prof John Zalcberg,  
Head of Cancer Research at Monash  

University’s Department of Epidemiology and  
Preventive Medicine, the 2016 Cancer Forum featured 
presentations from MPCCC leaders at the forefront  
of cancer improvement, including Prof Steve Jane,  

Director of Research, The Alfred and Head, Central Clinical 
School Monash University; A/Prof Sue Evans, Head of  

the Clinical Registries Unit, Monash University and  
Prof Helena Teede, Executive Director of Monash  

Partners Academic Health Science Centre. 

Mother daughter team Marie and Penny Pandeloglou  
shared Marie’s personal story of metastatic breast  

cancer and the perspective of her family.  
Prof Bob Thomas, Chief Cancer Advisor to the  

Victorian Department of Health and Human  
Services was invited to talk about the  

importance of collaboration.

08 Monash Partners Comprehensive Cancer Consortium 
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MPCCC People

Prof Eva Segelov
Prof Eva Segelov was welcomed to the 
Monash Health Translation Precinct 
in February 2017 in the newly created 
role as Director of Oncology at Monash 
Health and Professor of Oncology in 
the Department of Medicine, Monash 
University. Prof Segelov also accepted 
the role of Acting Clinical Director of 
SMICS and MPCCC in June 2017.

Prof Segelov’s clinical focus has been  
in the management of patients with 
breast, upper and lower gastrointestinal 
cancer and neuroendocrine tumours.  
Her research interests are in clinical  
trials and associated translational 
research. She has led multiple national 
and international trials.

Prof Segelov plans to be a vocal 
advocate for patient-focussed  
oncology services and research 
across the precinct.

“I hope to provide leadership and 
nurturing to the excellent staff already 
at Monash Health and MHTP and to 
grow the clinical trials portfolio and 
the productivity from the associated 
research”, said Prof Segelov.

As well as serving as a Board  
member of the Australasian 
Gastrointestinal Trials Group (AGITG) 
and Convenor of the AGITG Annual 
Scientific Meeting, Prof Segelov is 
the Gastrointestinal Chair for the 
Clinical Oncology Society of Australia 
(COSA). She is also the co-Track Chair 
for GI Cancer at the ESMO Asia annual 
conference and the Co-Founder of 
The Commonwealth Neuroendocrine 
Tumour Collaboration (CommNETS), 
an international research organisation 
between Australia, Canada and  
New Zealand.

Prof Mark Shackleton
Prof Mark Shackleton has been appointed 
to the newly created joint role of Director 
of Oncology at The Alfred and Professor 
of Oncology, Department of Medicine at 
Monash University, and is to commence 
at the beginning of August 2017.

After training in medical oncology and  
at the Ludwig Institute in Melbourne,  
Prof Shackleton undertook PhD studies 
at the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of 
Medical Research and post-doctoral work 
at the University of Michigan, USA, leading 
to publications in Nature, Cell, Cancer Cell 
and the New England Journal of Medicine. 

He was awarded the 2006 Victorian 
Premier’s Award for Medical Research, a 
2010 NHMRC Achievement Award, a 2011 
Pfizer Australia Fellowship, and in 2012 
received the Australian Science Minister’s 
Prize for Life Scientist of the Year. 

Most recently a Medical Oncologist  
and Head of the Cancer Development  
and Treatment Laboratory at the  
Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre,  
Prof Shackleton’s main clinical interests 
are centred on patients diagnosed  
with skin cancer, including melanoma.

His research interests include cancer 
biology, developmental biology, oncogenic 
signaling pathways and clinical trials.

“It’s a tremendous privilege, honour  
and opportunity to take over the reins  
of Oncology at Alfred Health, which  
under the venerable leadership of Prof 
Max Schwartz was a pioneer in solid 
cancer management in Australia and  
is a clinical and academic leader in so 
many areas”, said Prof Shackleton.

“I am also excited to continue building 
my cancer research program, availing 
exceptional resources, capabilities and 
personnel across the Monash University 
axis of hospitals and research institutes”. 

“As advances in medicine, including 
cancer, increasingly rely on large scale 
collaborations, I also look forward to 
reaching out to colleagues ‘across 
the river’, in and beyond the Parkville 
biomedical precinct that I called home  
for many years. Such networks are 
cornerstones of a healthy, vibrant and 
innovative Victoria, and important for 
the growth and success of Monash 
biomedical research”, he said.

“I hope to provide  
leadership and nurturing to  
the excellent staff already 

at Monash Health and MHTP 
and to grow the clinical trials 
portfolio and the productivity  

from the associated  
research.

”

“It’s a tremendous 
privilege, honour and 

opportunity to take over  
the reins of Oncology at  

Alfred Health ...

”
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Dr Zee Wan Wong 

Prof Melissa Southey 

Dr Zee Wan Wong has been appointed 
as the Head of Oncology at Peninsula 
Health and will commence her new 
role in August 2017. Dr Wong is an 
Adjunct Clinical Associate Professor 
with Monash University, lectures at 
the University of Melbourne Rural 
Clinical School and regularly presents 
at Cancer Council Victoria’s Living 
with Cancer and Cancer Survivorship 
workshops.

Dr Wong’s clinical focus is breast 
and gastrointestinal cancers as 
well as immunotherapy, and she has 
been the principal investigator for 
various collaborative clinical trials 
involving breast, lung, prostate and 
gastrointestinal cancers.

Since 2012 Dr Wong has been the 
founding Clinical Director of the 
Oncology Unit at Goulburn Valley 
Health in Shepparton, where she took a 
leading role in expanding the oncology 

Internationally renowned molecular 
geneticist Prof Melissa Southey will 
join the School of Clinical Sciences 
at Monash Health as Monash 
University’s first Chair of Precision 
Medicine in July 2017.

With a track record in both molecular 
diagnostic pathology and molecular 
genetic research, Prof Southey’s  
work focuses on characterising 
the genetic and epigenetic factors 
responsible for cancer predisposition 
and progression, including familial 
aggregation of cancers. 

Prof Southey and her diverse and 
dynamic team of researchers 
will extend the reach of research 
programs at the Monash Health 
Translation Precinct into precision 
medicine through targeting health 
interventions to those who are  
most likely to benefit, underpinned  
by a better understanding of  
molecular diversity.

service, setting up the clinical trials 
unit and obtaining accreditation for  
an advanced trainee position. 

Dr Wong was also the Clinical Director 
of West Hume Regional Integrated 
Cancer Service where she actively 
represented Regional Victoria in several 
initiatives such as the Optimal Care 
Pathways, various tumour summits 
and the Cancer Service Capability 
Framework Pilot. She was the lead 
applicant for the Victorian Lung Cancer 
Redesign Project where Hume was one 
of two regional sites in Victoria awarded 
in 2016 and is currently a Clinical 
Advisor for the Cancer Council Victoria 
Clinical Network. 

“My aspiration for this new position 
and for Peninsula Health is to improve 
patient outcomes in the region through 
reducing variation in cancer care and 
improving access to clinical trials”, said 
Dr Wong.

“This is an immensely exciting  
phase for my team and for the 
discipline of precision medicine”,  
Prof Southey said. 

“Our vision is to integrate evidence, 
including “big” data (not exclusively 
genomic data), health economics  
and behavioral and social sciences  
to deliver precision medicine”.

Prof Southey will also be available to 
train, mentor and supervise Honours, 
Masters and PhD students at Monash 
University’s School of Clinical Sciences.

Prof Southey has amassed 450 
publications since her first publication 
in 1990, including 420 peer-reviewed 
journal papers. Prof Southey, a 
founding scientific fellow of The Royal 
College of Pathologists of Australasia, 
is also a fellow of the Human Genetics 
Society of Australasia. Since 2000, she 
has headed the Genetic Epidemiology 
Laboratory in the Department of 
Pathology, University of Melbourne.

“My aspiration  
for this new position and  
for Peninsula Health is to  

improve patient outcomes  
in the region through reducing 

variation in cancer care and 
improving access to  

clinical trials.

”

“Our vision is  
to integrate evidence,  

including “big” data  
(not exclusively genomic data),  

health economics and 
behavioral and social sciences  

to deliver precision 
medicine.

”
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Research and Clinical Trials

Monash Comprehensive Cancer Consortium 12

* Source: Cancer Council Victoria’s Clinical Network, Cancer Trials Management Scheme (latest data available 2015)

Our research partners receive approximately 

$30 million 
annually in grants 
to support cancer research projects and programs 

Our health services recruit over 

1,600 cancer patients* 
to around 

140 cancer  
clinical trials 
each year* 
providing patients with access to the latest research  
and treatment technologies

Our goal is to improve patient 
experience and outcomes through 

world-class research. Our ambition 
will be realised by linking our expertise 

across basic, translational, clinical, 
health service, population health and 

epidemiological research with the 
service delivery expertise of  

our clinical partners.

MPCCC  
partners host

28.5% 
of all open cancer  
trials in Victoria* 

94% 
of clinical trials at our  

partner sites are testing  
new treatments or 

combinations of  
treatments*

44% 
of our clinical trials  

are for patients with  
blood cancers*

http://www.mccc.edu.au


Having successfully delivered an  
inaugural strategic plan, MPCCC is  
now well positioned to progress with  
an agreed program of inter-related 
platforms and flagship projects to  
support patient-centred care. 

Research is at the very centre of  
MPCCC’s future plan, and will form the 
basis from which all innovation and  
quality improvement can take place. 

With rapid advancements towards 
personalised medicine, growing  
capacity for health services research  
and increasing support for the potential  
of clinical quality registries, we are  
tooling up for what promises to be  
an exciting era of innovation.

In presenting a series of research 
highlights in the MPCCC Annual  
Report 2016 – 2017 we hope to  
capture a cross section of our 
contributions towards innovating  
cancer care, and demonstrate the 
collaborative nature and esteem  
of our consortium’s research  
membership.

Prof Gail Risbridger
Research Director 
MCCC and MPCCC

MPCCC provides a structure that enables  
research to be undertaken in partnership,  
across organisational boundaries and with a  
multi-disciplinary team approach.

MESSAGE FROM THE  
RESEARCH DIRECTOR
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Back left to right:  
Dr Renea Taylor, Monash University,  
Mr Ted Whitten Jnr, Executive Director,  
EJ Whitten Foundation,  
Prof Gail Risbridger, Monash University, 
Front: Mr Nick Holland, CEO,  
EJ Whitten Foundation

Landmark study unlocks secrets of 
aggressive prostate cancer

IRONMAN to monitor outcomes for men with 
advanced prostate cancer

A landmark study led by MPCCC’s 
prostate cancer research team based 
at Monash University’s Biomedicine 
Discovery Institute (BDI), has revealed 
the reason why men who carry 
the BRCA2 gene fault have a more 
aggressive form of prostate cancer.

Published in Nature Communications in 
January 2017 the study identified that 
the molecular profile of the prostate 
cancers in men with the BRCA2 fault is 
similar to the profile seen in patients 
with advanced cancer.

“Our laboratory analysed the genomics 
of cancerous tissue specimens 
from men with early stage, untreated 
prostate cancer and BRCA2, and 
discovered that they were genetically 
similar to cancers that are usually 
seen in men with more advanced 
cancer that has spread to other  
parts of the body”, lead researcher  
Prof Risbridger explained.

MPCCC clinician researchers are 
working with Movember to participate 
in the International Registry to Improve 
Outcomes in Men with Advanced 
Prostate Cancer (IRONMAN), a 
prospective, international cohort of a 
minimum of 5,000 men with advanced 
cancer, including metastatic hormone 
sensitive prostate cancer and  
castration resistant prostate cancer.

IRONMAN aims to establish a population-
based registry and recruit patients across 
academic and community practices from 
Australia, Brazil, Canada, Ireland, Sweden, 
Switzerland, the UK and the USA.

Prof Ian Davis, Head of Eastern Health 
Clinical School, Monash University is the 
Australian clinical lead for IRONMAN.  
A/Prof Sue Evans, Head of Clinical 
Registries Unit, Monash University and  
A/Prof Jeremy Grummet, Urology Surgeon, 
The Alfred, are also contributing to 
IRONMAN, which was initiated by the 
US based Prostate Cancer Clinical Trials 
Consortium.

“This research has helped to explain 
why - right from diagnosis - BRCA2 
patients have a poor outcome.  
We now know that these tumours  
are very different from ‘regular’ 
tumours”, said Prof Risbridger.  

Fellow Monash BDI lead author,  
Dr Renea Taylor, added “As the  
tumours in men with the BRCA2  
gene fault are so different, our  
findings raise the question about 
whether these patients should be 
managed differently at diagnosis”.

In June 2017, leading prostate cancer 
awareness provider, the E.J. Whitten 
Foundation, announced a donation  
to help to advance this research with 
the aim of improving treatment and 
survival outcomes.  

“This funding will assist us in 
understanding what makes a tumour 
lethal so that we can better tailor the 
treatment for those men, so their life 
can be extended”, said Prof Risbridger.

Detailed data, blood and tumour tissue 
samples will be collected from patients 
when they enrol in the study and then 
during follow-up, for a minimum of 
three years. Patients will be monitored 
prospectively for overall survival,  
clinically significant adverse events, 
comorbidities, changes in cancer 
treatments, and Patient Reported 
Outcomes Measures (PROMS).

“The IRONMAN registry will facilitate a 
better understanding of the variation  
in care and treatment of advanced 
prostate cancer across countries  
and across academia and community 
based practices”, said A/Prof Evans.

“This cohort study will provide the 
research community with a unique 
biorepository to identify biomarkers 
of treatment response and resistance 
and will also help identify the treatment 
sequences or combinations that  
optimise overall survival and PROMs  
for men with advanced prostate  
cancers”, said Prof Davis.

Cancer Research Highlights 2016-2017
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“This cohort  
study will provide the  

research community with 
a unique biorepository to 

identify biomarkers  
of treatment response  
and resistance...

”- Prof Ian Davis
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Led by A/Prof Arun Azad, Head of 
Medical Oncology Clinical Trials at the 
Monash Health Translation Precinct 
(MHTP), the PROfound trial will examine 
the benefit of a new drug, olaparib,  
that targets a gene involved in repairing 
DNA in advanced prostate cancer.

“PARP inhibitors work by obstructing  
a key DNA damage repair pathway  
in prostate cancer cells”, A/Prof  
Azad said.

“Approximately 20% of advanced 
prostate cancer patients harbour a  
DNA repair gene mutation that makes 
them very sensitive to the effects  
of PARP inhibitors”.

The same mutations can be present  
in breast and ovarian cancer, for which 

olaparib is already approved and  
in the clinic.

“We know that advanced prostate 
cancer patients with a DNA repair gene 
mutation have really bad outcomes”, 
Associate Professor Azad said.

“However, the use of PARP inhibitors 
allows us to take advantage of 
these mutations for the benefit of 
patients. We hope that these drugs will 
eventually become available in the clinic 
for advanced prostate cancer patients, 
pending the success of trials such as 
PROfound”.

The PROfound clinical trial is being 
conducted at the state-of-the-art 
Clinical Trial Centre at the Monash 
Health Translation Precinct.  

PROfound trial investigates PARP inhibitor 
for advanced prostate cancer

“We know that  
advanced prostate  

cancer patients with 
 a DNA repair gene  

mutation have really  
bad outcomes.

”- A/Prof Arun Azad

International study raises hopes for new sarcoma treatment
Scientists at Monash Biomedicine 
Discovery Institute (BDI) have played 
a critical role in an international 
collaboration that has identified 
promising therapeutic targets for a  
rare form of sarcoma afflicting mostly 
young people.

Working with researchers from London, 
the Netherlands, China and New South 
Wales, Prof Roger Daly’s laboratory at 
Monash BDI applied a novel approach using 

a technique called mass spectrometry to 
look at large numbers of proteins across 
cell lines derived from different types of 
sarcomas and to identify those driving 
uncharacteristic growth.

They detected two suspect proteins, 
called ALK and MET, in subsets of synovial 
sarcoma, validating their observations 
in preclinical models and in patient 
specimens. The findings were published in 
the June 2017 edition of Cancer Research.

Drugs that target these two proteins are 
already available and are currently being 
used to treat other cancers, but clinical 
trials would be needed to test for their 
appropriateness in treating all forms of 
synovial sarcoma.

“It’s exciting to apply a new technique 
which looks at proteins rather than DNA, 
and be able to identify novel therapeutic 
targets”, Prof Daly said.

“This provides a proof of principle for our 
approach, and means that we can now go 
ahead and apply this to other cancers”,  
he said.

Prof Daly’s laboratory is applying the novel 
approach to other cancers including triple 
negative breast cancer.

Scientists from BDI’s 
Signalling Network 
Laboratory including  
Left front: Miss Xue Yang  
Left back: Dr Brock Conley 
Centre: Professor Roger Daly 
Right front: Mr Howard Chan  
Right back: Miss Mandy Magia
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Breakthrough cancer drug trial for 
acute myeloid leukaemia patients

Alfred Health 
announces Australia’s 
first centre dedicated 
to blood cancer 
research

MPCCC researchers at The Alfred 
and Monash University have reported 
record success from a trial testing 
a new combination therapy to fight 
Acute Myeloid Leukaemia (AML), an 
aggressive blood cancer that claims 
the lives of around one thousand 
Australians each year.

Experimental drug Venetoclax 
used in conjunction with low dose 
chemotherapy has been able to 
‘flick the switch’ on acute myeloid 
leukaemia cells.

Venetoclax uses a small molecule to 
block the BCL2 proteins that control 
the survival of leukaemic cells. When 
combined with low dose chemotherapy 
which weakens and destabilises the 
cells, the molecule is much more 
effective at killing the cancer.

Alfred Health and Monash University are  
set to establish Australia’s first dedicated 
blood cancer research centre, thanks to 
a $1.2 million grant from the Australian 
Cancer Research Foundation.

Utilising the most up to date technology 
available, this new centre will enable 
researchers to discover more effective 
therapies, track patient treatment responses 
up to one thousand times more closely, and 
improve therapies to get better outcomes 
overall for patients.

“Many of our patients with various forms  
of blood cancer have had great success  
in clinical trials, which use new and unique  
drug combinations”, said haematologist  
and lead investigator, Dr Andrew Wei.

“Blood cancers are relatively neglected when 
it comes to research. Thanks to this grant, 
Monash University and The Alfred will be at the 
forefront of blood cancer research – it is the 
only way we can improve outcomes for people 
diagnosed with blood cancer”, said Dr Wei.

“One in five AML patients will to go  
into remission when treated with  
either chemotherapy or Venetoclax 
alone, but between 60 and 70% 
overcame their cancer when the two 
were combined”, said lead researcher 
and haematologist Dr Andrew Wei.

“In the first wave of patients who 
received the new combination therapy, 
the complete remission rates, and 
duration of the remissions, have been 
extremely promising”, Dr Wei said. 

Previously, most doctors saw AML 
as an untreatable and inevitably fatal 
condition for elderly patients. Dr Wei 
said the latest research, including the 
findings from The Alfred’s trial, was  
one of the most promising advances  
in more than 40 years.

Dr Andrew Wei

“Thanks to this  
grant, Monash University  

and The Alfred will be at the 
forefront of blood cancer 

research – it is the only way  
we can improve outcomes  
for people diagnosed with 

blood cancer.

”- Dr Andrew Wei “One in five AML  
patients will to go into  

remission when treated 
with either chemotherapy or 

Venetoclax alone, but between 
60 and 70% overcame their 
cancer when the two were 

combined.

”- Dr Andrew Wei
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“I am thrilled and very grateful to be part  
of this trial”, said Mr Potter. 

Lymphomas are the most common  
form of haematological or blood cancer 
in Australia, and the sixth most common 
form of cancer overall. The incidence of 
lymphomas has more than doubled over 
the past 20 years and is continuing to rise, 
for no known reason.

Investigating a chemotherapy-free 
approach for older Chronic Lymphocytic 
Leukaemia patients

World-first clinical trial 
for lymphoma patients

“This is the first time that a 
combination of two highly effective 
alternatives to chemotherapy were 
analysed in typical older patients with 
CLL who have other health concerns”, 
said Director of Monash Health 
Haematology, and study co-author 
Prof Stephen Opat.

“Patients were given obinutuzumab, 
an antibody directed against 
lymphoma cells and Venetoclax a 
new drug that has been delivering 
exceptional results at The Alfred in 
trials for patients with Acute Myeloid 
Leukaemia”, said ProfOpat.

“The study showed the two therapies 
could be combined fairly safely and 
that at the end of the treatment 
(using a very sensitive molecular 
test), 11 out of 12 assessable 

In August 2016, Mr George Potter was 
the first patient with aggressive B-cell 
lymphoma in Australia – and only second 
in the world – to receive a new treatment 
called dinaciclib at the Monash Health 
Translation Precinct’s (MHTP’s) Clinical 
Trials Centre.

Dr Gareth Gregory, lead researcher  
and Monash Health haematologist  
and A/Prof Jake Shortt, Head of 
Haematology Research at the School  
of Clinical Sciences at Monash Health 
have worked on this type of lymphoma 
for more than seven years and have 
tested numerous novel and conventional 
therapies.

“Certain B-cell lymphomas depend on a 
cancer causing gene called ‘Myc’. In the 
case of aggressive lymphoma, dinaciclib 
effectively turns off genes that Myc 
is activating and then kills the cells, 
including those resistant to conventional 
chemotherapy”, said Dr Gregory.

patients had no evidence of disease 
in the bloodstream”.

“This study is very important because 
while CLL is very treatable, only a 
minority of patients would achieve 
this level of disease eradication 
– and they are usually younger 
patients receiving more aggressive 
chemotherapy”, said Prof Opat.

“Elimination of low levels of CLL  
has been associated with longer 
periods of disease control with  
some patients never needing to  
be re-treated”, he said.

A paper published in Blood in 
April 2017 is a first look at the 
combination therapy, although  
the full study results won’t be 
available for many months.

“In animal models, dinaciclib is the most 
effective treatment we have seen to date 
by a long way. We’ve even seen results in 
animal models that have led to some cures 
– this is something we have never seen 
before”, said Associate Prof Shortt.

“We are quite hopeful this therapy  
will prolong life and provide durable 
remissions”, added Dr Gregory.

“Elimination of low  
levels of CLL has been 

associated with longer periods 
of disease control with some 

patients never needing to  
be re-treated.

”- Prof Stephen Opat

MPCCC researchers at Monash Health and Monash University were the major 
Australian contributors to an international study investigating a ‘chemotherapy-
free’ drug combination for older patients with Chronic Lymphocytic Leukaemia 
(CLL) for the first time. CLL is the most common leukaemia in adults.

Mr George Potter 
receiving the 
new treatment.

“We are quite 
hopeful this therapy  
will prolong life and  

provide durable 
remissions.

”- Dr Gareth Gregory
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Successful patient trial results in 
Cabrini introducing scalp cooling 
technology to prevent hair loss

Medical Oncologist Dr Michelle White 
and Cabrini Breast Cancer Service 
Coordinator Vicki Durston collaborated 
to establish a trial to assess the 
safety, efficacy and tolerability of 
scalp cooling technology. 

“Hair loss is one of the worst  
side-effects of cancer treatment  
and one that most patients dread”, 
said Ms Durston.

Between June 2014 and January 
2015, 30 patients attending Cabrini 
Brighton agreed to participate in 
the trial. Paxman, a leading global 
manufacturer of scalp cooling 
technology, made a machine available 
for the duration of the trial. 

The study found that although  
83% of patients still experienced 
some hair loss, 100% of patients 
were satisfied with the overall results.

The success of the trial was such 
that – with support of many generous 
donors – three scalp cooling machines 
were purchased. Within seven months 
of its introduction at Cabrini Brighton, 
150 patients underwent scalp cooling 
therapy. With significant donor support, 
the technology was subsequently 
introduced at the Cabrini Malvern Day 
Oncology Unit too.

Now most patients undergoing 
chemotherapy at Cabrini opt for scalp 
cooling as part of their treatment.  
In fact, Cabrini is the largest user of  
this technology in Australia. 

“Daily I see our patients deal with the 
psychological and emotional effects  
of losing their hair”, said Ms Durston. 

“Through offering scalp cooling, we hope 
to minimise the changes patients face, 
such as their hair loss. If it’s important 
to them, it’s important to us”, she said.

Sexual Wellbeing  
After Breast Cancer 
(SWAB) Study
Monash University’s Women’s Health 
Research Program is investigating  
whether the use of testosterone can  
aid in the Sexual Wellbeing of Women  
after Breast Cancer (SWAB).

Funded by the National Breast Cancer 
Foundation Australia, the study will recruit  
100 breast cancer patients being treated 
with aromatase inhibitor therapy (AI)  
and assess whether using testosterone  
intra-vaginally can effectively counteract 
some of the side-effects of AI affecting 
sexual wellbeing including vaginal dryness,  
itch or pain.

“Aromatase inhibitor medications lower 
estrogen levels and lead to increased 
symptoms of vaginal dryness, irritation, 
itching, infection, discomfort and painful  
sex (dyspareunia) known as vulvovaginal 
atrophy”, explained lead investigator and 
endocrinologist Prof Susan Davis. 

“Current therapies for this either can’t be 
used in women with breast cancer, or are 
expensive and often ineffective”, she said.   

“Our initial research suggests intra-vaginal 
testosterone will benefit these women. We 
anticipate the treatment will reduce sexual 
discomfort and pain, improve sexual wellbeing 
and vaginal symptoms”, said Prof Davis.

The SWAB study will be completed in 2017 
with outcome data available in early 2018.

Scalp cooling technology is now routinely offered to patients treated at 
Cabrini who want to reduce the likelihood of hair loss during chemotherapy 
treatments, following the results of a patient trial.

L-R: Dr Michelle White 
and Vicki Durston

“Our initial research 
suggests intra-vaginal 

testosterone will benefit  
these women. We anticipate 

the treatment will reduce 
sexual discomfort and pain, 
improve sexual wellbeing and 

vaginal symptoms.

”- Prof Susan Davis

Patient undergoing 
scalp cooling 
treatment at 
Cabrini Health
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The AIM BRAIN project: Access to Innovative Molecular 
diagnostic Profiling for paediatric brain tumours

In Australia, brain cancer kills more 
children than any other disease. 

The AIM BRAIN project is a collaborative 
partnership between the Australian and 
New Zealand Children’s Haematology/
Oncology Group, and scientists and 
clinicians at the Hudson Institute, 
Monash Health and the Murdoch 
Children’s Research Institute. The 
study’s primary aim is to implement a 
platform for clinical diagnostic testing 
for paediatric brain cancer, using 
state-of the art molecular genetic and 
epigenetic techniques. 

A lead investigator on the project is   
A/Prof Elizabeth Algar, whose laboratory 
at Monash Health has recently 
conducted pilot studies confirming 
that archived paediatric brain tumour 
specimens can be classified into 
distinct molecular subgroups, based  
on defined genetic and epigenetic 
tumour fingerprints.

“Detailed molecular knowledge is 
essential for correct diagnosis and to 
ensure that children are given the most 
appropriate therapies to minimise the 
burden of treatment side-effects and 
give them the greatest chance of  
long-term survival”, said A/Prof Algar.

In collaboration with her colleagues  
at the Hudson Institute, Dr Sara Khan,  
Dr Christine White and Dr Jason Cain,   
A/Prof Algar has now developed a  
pipeline for the molecular classification 
of paediatric brain tumours based on  
an existing European model.  

“This diagnostic platform is currently only 
available in Europe and North America and 
its local implementation will ensure that 
all affected Australasian patients can 
access appropriate molecular diagnosis 
for their condition”, said A/Prof Algar. 

Larger validation studies are planned 
where results will be compared directly 
with those generated in the central 
European testing laboratory, with  
parallel testing expected to commence 
for eligible Victorian patients in early  
2018 and for other Australian and  
New Zealand sites in 2019. Once  
the validation phase is complete, the 
Monash Health laboratory will be the  
only Australasian site offering this 
important diagnostic test platform.

The AIM BRAIN Project is supported by 
the Robert Connor Dawes Foundation 
and the Lions Club via the Children’s 
Cancer Foundation. 

Investigating intraoperative radiotherapy 
for patients with low risk breast cancer 

Monash Health in partnership with Peter 
MacCallum’s Moorabbin campus, is 
the first Australian site to participate 
in an international clinical trial offering 
patients with early stage and low 
risk breast cancer intraoperative 
radiotherapy.

The trial has the potential to revolutionise 
cancer treatment by using a single 
nine-minute dose of radiation therapy 
delivered during breast cancer surgery 
instead of the standard three to five 
weeks of daily treatment.

The phase IV clinical trial aims to further 
validate findings from a previous study 
that compared the concentrated internal 
dose to external beam radiation.

This trial found that if radiation was 
delivered at the time of surgery to 
remove the tumour, it was just as 
effective as standard external radiation.

Radiation oncologist Dr Steven David  
said the technique delivered radiation  
to a more targeted area through a balloon 
in the resection cavity, which spared 
organs and tissue from radiation.

“With standard radiation, you’re treating 
the entire breast with the same dose,”  
Dr David said. “But we know that with  
low-risk cancers, it’s the area around 
where the tumour was resected that is 
where rogue cancer cells are more likely 
to be left behind. This type of radiation, 
delivered by electricity, doesn’t 

penetrate nearly as far as some of  
the live sources that are used.” 

50 Victorian women will undergo the 
treatment at Monash Health, joining  
more than 1000 women around the  
world who will be recruited and followed 
for 10 years.

The researchers also plan to test the 
technique in gynaecological cancers.

Xoft Electronic 
Brachytherapy System
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“Detailed molecular 
knowledge is essential  

for correct diagnosis and to  
ensure that children are given the  

most appropriate therapies to  
minimise the burden of treatment 

side-effects and give them  
the greatest chance of  
long-term survival.

”- Prof Elizabeth Algar
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A new, non-invasive way to detect 
high risk colon cancer patients 
Medical oncologists at Eastern 
Health and Alfred Health have 
been collaborating in a study led 
by A/Prof Jeanne Tie at Walter and 
Eliza Hall Institute, to determine 
whether circulating tumour 
DNA (ctDNA) can be used as 
a biomarker to detect minimal 
residual disease and predict the 
risk of recurrence for patients  
with stage II colon cancer.

Published in Science Translational 
Medicine in July 2016, the study 
analysed plasma samples from a 
prospective cohort of 230 patients 
with resected stage II colon cancer 
and monitored their treatment 
regimens and disease status  
over time.  

The findings determined that the 
detection of ctDNA provides direct 
evidence of residual disease and 
identifies patients at very high risk 
of recurrence.

“This research has had a direct impact 
on the way we treat patients with 
stage II colon cancer because if a 
patient tests positive for circulating 
tumour DNA, we know that they need 
more aggressive treatments”, said  
Dr Rachel Wong, Medical Oncologist  
at Eastern Health, Box Hill.

“Having this information can help 
oncologists to tailor the best 
therapeutic response based on  
the needs of each individual patient. 
It has the potential to reduce the 
suffering of patients who do not  
need multiple chemotherapies, and 
improve the health prospects of  
the patients who do”, she said.

“We know that early detection of 
tumour recurrence is associated with 
improved survival in patients with  
early-stage colon cancer. Using ctDNA 
is an effective and non-invasive 
way of determining the needs of 
the patient”, said Dr Andrew Haydon, 
Medical Oncologist at The Alfred. 

Monash grows mini tumours for bowel cancer therapy
MPCCC’s colorectal cancer research  
team is using cutting-edge techniques  
to grow patient tissue samples into  
three-dimensional tumours outside the 
body as a quick and cost effective way to 
study tumour biology and determine the 
best treatment for an individual’s cancer.

Supported by funding from Monash 
University, the Victorian Cancer Agency 
and Cabrini charity Let’s Beat Bowel 
Cancer, researchers at Monash University’s 
Biomedicine Discovery Institute have 
created a bioresource of mini-gut organoids 
developed from tissue from colorectal 
cancer patients treated at Cabrini Health.

“These organoids have the same  
properties or traits that are seen in  
the patient’s tumour from which they 
are derived and can serve as an  
innovative platform for both cancer 
research in general and also for 
personalised cancer treatment”, said 
lead researcher A/Prof Helen Abud.

“They can be used to test an array  
of cancer therapies to determine a 
patient’s sensitivities to different drugs. 
By finding drug candidates using these 
organoids, we hope to screen and take 
a lot of the guesswork out of the early 
clinical trial phases”, A/Prof Abud said.

A/Prof Paul McMurrick, colorectal surgeon 
at Cabrini believes this new resource is  
a ‘game changer’ for patient treatment.

“Some patients may be able to have a 
substantial aspect of their management 
changed by the results of organoid studies. 
We may be able to select patients who  
will respond to chemotherapy and radiation, 
versus those who need surgery alone”, 
A/ Prof McMurrick said.

L-R: A/Prof Paul McMurrick,  
A/Prof Helen Abud,  
Dr Genevieve Kerr,  

Dr Thierry Jarde and  
Dr Rebekah Engel

“We know that early 
detection of tumour recurrence 

is associated with improved 
survival in patients with  

early-stage colorectal cancer. 
Using ctDNA is an effective and 
non-invasive way of determining 

the needs of the patient.

”- Dr Andrew Haydon
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Feasibility study leads to Phase I trial for 
locally-advanced non-small cell lung cancer

SABR is a high precision technique that 
is used to deliver a much higher dose of 
radiation to a tumour than conventional 
radiation therapy. It has been used 
successfully as a curative treatment for 
elderly patients or those with significant 
comorbidities diagnosed with early stage 
non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), who 
would otherwise go untreated.

“We wanted to see if SABR treatment 
was feasible for locally-advanced non-
small cell lung cancer”, said Ms Woodford.

 “Our research found SABR was  
feasible for approximately half of the 
locally advanced NSCLC patients we 
assessed, and for these patients a  
30 treatment course can be reduced  
to 12 treatments”, said Ms Woodford. 

“If the alternative to SABR is no 
treatment at all, compromises to 
tumour coverage or organ-at-risk 
tolerances may be acceptable, 
increasing feasibility”, she said.

“Ultimately we hope that this research 
will mean that an increasing proportion 
of locally advanced NSCLC patients 
could be offered curative treatment”, 
she said.

Ms Woodford’s feasibility study was 
awarded the best high scoring poster 
submitted by a young author in the 
field of technical innovations and 
patient support in radiation oncology 
at the annual European Society for 
Radiotherapy and Oncology (ESTRO) 
Congress in Vienna in May 2017.

A phase I study investigating the safety of Stereotactic Ablative Radiotherapy 
(SABR) for locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is to be 
initiated at Alfred Health’s Radiation Oncology Centre following the results of  
a feasibility study led by Katrina Woodford, Acting Senior Radiation Therapist.

“Ultimately we hope  
that this research will mean  

that an increasing proportion  
of locally advanced NSCLC 
patients could be offered  
curative treatment.

”- Katrina Woodford

Researchers identify key driver of muscle wasting 
disease affecting lung cancer patients 

Lung cancer is the leading cause  
of cancer death worldwide, and  
is frequently associated with  
cachexia, a devastating weight– 
and muscle-wasting syndrome 
affecting as many as 80% of 
advanced cancer patients.

Researchers at the Hudson Institute’s 
Centre for Innate Immunity and Infectious 
Diseases, have discovered a link that could 
herald both early detection and better 
treatment for lung cancer patients.

Published in Oncogene in October 2016, 
the team led by Prof Brendan Jenkins, 
believes a cytokine called Interleukin 6 
(IL-6) is responsible for driving cachexia in 
lung cancer patients through a signalling 
pathway called trans-signalling.

The researchers also identified an antibody 
which blocks the IL-6 trans-signalling 
process and enhances cachexia. Prof 
Jenkins says this drug may have clinical 
potential in treating lung cancer cachexia.

Dr Saleela Ruwanpura, Post-doctoral Fellow, 
said the link is completely new, and raises 
hope, both for early detection and targeting 
the disease, which is associated with 
60% of all advanced lung cancer deaths.

“Given the prevalence and poor prognosis 
of advanced lung cancer patients, which 
correlate with various cachexia-associated 
effects, our project has great potential 
to benefit the health of cancer suffers 
worldwide”, Dr Ruwanpura said.

Prof Brendan Jenkins

“Given the prevalence  
and poor prognosis of  

advanced lung cancer patients, 
which correlate with various 

cachexia-associated effects, 
our project has great potential 
to benefit the health of cancer 

suffers worldwide.

”- Dr Saleela Ruwanpura
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The 2016 Victorian  
Cancer Agency funding 

round injected $12.2 million 
to support cancer research 

projects designed to  
fast-track research into 

clinical practice and develop 
new treatments that deliver  

better cancer care.

MISS TAN HUNG  
(DYLIS) LEUNG 

PhD student

Centre for Endocrinology  
and Metabolism,  
Hudson Institute of 
Research

Award: $2,000.00

Endocrine Society’s  
99th Annual Meeting 
ENDO 2017, 
Orlando, 
31 March - 7 April 2017

DR ELIZABETH MOORE

Research Fellow / 
Project Manager

Department of 
Epidemiology and 
Preventive Medicine, 
Monash University

Award: $2,000.00

16th International 
Myeloma Workshop, 
New Delhi, 
27 February - 6 March 
2017

MR RYAN SMITH 

Medical Physicist

Radiation Oncology, 
The Alfred

Award: $2,000.00

American Brachytherapy 
Society Annual  
Scientific Meeting, 
Boston, 
19 -23 April 2017

DR GIAVANNI MONACO

Postdoctoral  
Research Fellow

Australian Centre  
for Blood Diseases, 
Monash University  
and The Alfred

Award: $2,000.00

European Molecular 
Biology Organisation 
(EMBO) “Translational  
Research in Cancer  
Cell Metabolism”,  
Bilbao, 
4 - 6 October 2016

DR LUC FURIC

Research Fellow

Department of Anatomy 
and Developmental  
Biology, Monash University

Award: $2,000.00

American Association 
for Cancer Research 
“Translational Control  
of Cancer; A New Frontier  
in Cancer Biology and  
Therapy” San Francisco  
plus seminar at the 
Goodman Cancer Centre, 
McGill University, Montreal,  
22 October - 3 November 
2016

VCA grants awarded 2016

MCCC 2016 Travel Grant Awards 

VCA MID-CAREER RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP

Dr Luc Furic, Monash University

“Targeting MYC driven prostate cancer by combining targeted radionuclide 
 therapy with ribosome biogenesis inhibition as a new therapy in castration 
resistant prostate cancer”

TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH PROJECT GRANTS

A/Prof Jake Shortt, Monash Health   

PROJECT:  
Development of a novel combined radiotherapy / immunotherapy approach in  
patients with diffuse large B cell lymphoma 

Dr Andrew Haydon, The Alfred; A/Prof Philip Parente, Eastern Health  

PROJECT:  
Novel approaches for overcoming resistance to therapies for advanced melanoma 

Prof Ian Davis, Eastern Health; Dr Luc Furic, Monash University;  
Dr David Pook, Monash Health 

PROJECT:  
Combination of radionuclide 177Lu-PSMA therapy with pembrolizumab in patients  
with metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer

A/Prof Andrew Wei, Monash University, Lead Applicant 

PROJECT:  
The International Acute Myeloid Leukaemia Platform Consortium 
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Each year, MCCC offers travel funding to enable cancer researchers to present their work at interstate and international  
cancer conferences. Eligible researchers submit an application and are competitively reviewed by an expert panel.   
MCCC’s 2016 Travel Grants were awarded to the following recipients:
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Introducing Precision chemotherapy in pancreatic cancer:  
a phase II study of Panitumumab in KRAS wild-type 
pancreatic cancer   
($184,000.00)

This project will use genomic sequencing to select a small group of 
pancreatic cancer patients (KRAS wild-type) who potentially stand 
to gain substantial benefit from treatment with an EGRF inhibitor 
(panitumumab). 

Tumour samples will be extracted from patients using a technique 
called endoscopic ultrasound-guided fine-needle aspiration, then 
screened for genetic compatibility with panitumumab, a drug 
currently used to treat colon cancer, in the hope it may be effective  
in treating up to 10% of pancreatic cancer patients. 

The phase II clinical trial is based at Monash Health, and will screen 
between 150 to 200 patients recruited from hospitals across 
Melbourne. Only patients with the non-mutated KRAS gene will be 
recruited to the trial, where the treatment will be used as a second-line 
therapy after standard cancer therapies. 

“Currently, less than 50% of patients are able to undergo genetic 
screening. This is due to challenges in extracting good quality biopsies 
from patients with inoperable cancers. The new optimised technique 
can be used to extract tissue from virtually all patients, even those 
with advanced metastatic cancer”, Dr Croagh said.

“Pancreatic cancer is a particularly aggressive disease, and a 
challenging one to treat. The one-size-fits-all treatment approach in 
place for the last three decades needs to be altered if survival rates 
are to improve. While there is no silver bullet, we hope this is the 
beginning of a shift towards better patient outcomes”, Dr Croagh said.

Dr Croagh’s co-investigators on the trial include Hudson Institute 
scientists Professor Brendan Jenkins and Dr William Berry.

MPCCC Research Grant RecipientsVCA grants awarded 2016

The PRECISE assay:  
Personalised medicine for cancer patients 
using next generation sequencing   
($116,000.00)

In this study, Dr Martelotto will develop a  
highly-sensitive 679-gene next-generation 
sequencing assay (the ‘PRECISE’ assay) to detect key 
aberrations within solid tumours and blood cancers. 

Having the ability to test patients for hundreds of 
cancer-related mutations at once with very high 
sensitivity and in a timely manner is imperative 
to deliver personalised cancer care. This type of 
comprehensive clinico-genetic testing is not yet 
available in Australia. 

The ability to assess a patient’s tumour genetic profile 
will enable cancer specialists to personalise treatment 
by matching individual patients with therapies from 
which they are most likely to benefit.

“Our research will facilitate improved access to clinical 
trials for cancer patients treated at MPCCC and beyond 
and we are very excited to have this opportunity”,  
Dr Luciano Martelotto said.

Dr Martelotto’s co-investigators on this project include 
Associate Professor Jake Shortt and Associate Prof 
Arun Azad from the Department of Medicine, School  
of Clinical Sciences at Monash Health.

Dr Daniel Croagh,  
HPB Surgery,  
Monash Health 

Dr Luciano Martelotto, 
Senior Research 

Fellow, Department  
of Medicine,  

Monash University 

The MPCCC’s 2016 Research Grant  
was enabled by our partnership with Monash  

Partners Academic Health Science Centre and 
supported by the Victorian Cancer Agency. 

The MPCCC’s 2016 Research Grant was 
designed to encourage research collaboration 
across MPCCC sites and to aid in the delivery 
of the research objectives from the Victorian 

Cancer Plan 2016 – 2020. The grants 
were awarded following a competitive and 

independently reviewed process.
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Southern Melbourne Integrated Cancer Service24

Cancer services in  
southern Melbourne

83% 
of newly diagnosed cancer patients have their  
treatment plan discussed at a multidisciplinary meeting 

62%  
of newly diagnosed cancer patients are screened  
for their supportive care needs

69%  
of cancer patients who reside in the SMICS region have  
a survival rate of 5 years

95%   
of cancer patients have documented evidence of their  
initial treatment plan communicated to their GP

59,398  
inpatient episodes of care 
involving cancer treatment across SMICS member  
health services

Southern Melbourne Integrated Cancer Service24

SMICS provides a network to  
improve the quality and continuity 
of patient care and ensures that 

appropriate links exist between health 
services to optimise patient pathways 

for persons affected by cancer. 

SMICS is pivotal in ensuring  
strong coordination and  

planning across the southern 
Melbourne region.

http://www.smics.org.au
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Through the MPCCC we can help build 
capacity for new models of care and 
lead improvements in patient pathways 
and experiences. 

In 2016-2017 we have blurred the ICS 
boundaries by inviting health services 
outside our region to participate in 
MPCCC’s cancer improvement agenda. 

This has created some complexity in 
the short term, but our long term vision 
is to benefit more patients across a 
broader geographical area.  

Implementing Optimal Care Pathways, 
new systems for capturing Patient 
Reported Outcome Measures (PROMS) 

and Patient Reported Experience 
Measures (PREMS), and agreed reporting 
of service performance indicators will  
be a major focus of MPCCC’s service 
quality improvement activities. 

These initiatives will provide a quality care 
framework to enhance both the outcomes 
and experiences of our patients.

Prof Eva Segelov
Acting Clinical Director 
SMICS and MPCCC

SMICS has a major role in co-ordinating the delivery of the 
cancer care priorities laid out by the Victorian Cancer Plan 
2016 – 2020, spanning the cancer care continuum from 
screening and early detection, treatment, wellbeing and 
palliative care support.

MESSAGE FROM THE  
Acting Clinical Director
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SMICS TEAM

Southern Melbourne Integrated Cancer 
Service (SMICS) and clinicians from the 
south eastern Melbourne region have 
been active participants in various  
state-wide initiatives during the last  
12 months.

As the lead Integrated Cancer Service 
(ICS) for the Victorian Lung Cancer 
Service Redesign project we have worked 
cooperatively with the Department of 
Health and Human Services (DHHS) and  
the Victorian Lung Cancer Registry (VLCR) 
to support nine health services to carry  
out redesign activities aimed at improving 
the timeframes from receipt of referral to 
the first treatment for patients diagnosed 
with lung cancer. 

This project aligns with the Optimal Care 
Pathway for lung cancer steps 2 to 4 
from receipt of referral to start of first 
treatment. Robust data is being provided  
by the VLCR to support the project in 
addition to the local data which is being 
collected at project sites. 

Improvements to service provision for lung 
cancer patients are already being realised 
 in each of the health services involved. 

The Victorian Cancer Performance 
Monitoring Framework project has 
established six cancer performance 
indicators and has disseminated the pilot 
data to the ICS for review and to inform 
quality improvement at a local level. 

Additional indicators are now being 
developed for further review and testing 
with the long term aim to transition 
indicator monitoring and reporting to  
the DHHS for implementation.

The Victorian Integrated Cancer Service 
(VICS) 2017 Optimal Care in Cancer 
Conference was held in May this year and 
was attended by 290 delegates. Clinicians 
from our region contributed to the success 
of the conference, which was well received 
by all participants.

Furthermore, the MPCCC strategic planning 
process was undertaken this year and 
we would like to thank all those who 
participated in the development of the plan.

SMICS NETWORK
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Southern Melbourne region
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The SMICS region is also home to a  
significant refugee population, with the  

Greater Dandenong Local Government Area  
(LGA) signing the Refugee Welcome Zone  

declaration, to welcome refugees into the community,  
and enhance cultural and religious diversity.

SMICS and our member health services, along with the 
Monash Comprehensive Cancer Consortium (MCCC)  

are recognised as the Cancer and Blood Diseases  
Theme of the Monash Partners Academic Health  

Science Centre (MPAHSC). 

These affiliated organisations form Monash  
Partners Comprehensive Cancer Consortium  

(MPCCC), which is one of the largest  
comprehensive cancer service  

networks in Australia.

SMICS services south east  
Melbourne, the fastest growing  

population area in Victoria. The annual  
incidence for new cancer diagnoses in our region  
currently exceeds 8,561, with more than 2,875  

persons dying from cancer each year.

It is predicted that the annual incidence of new cancers 
 in Victoria will exceed 41,000 per annum by 2030.

Our member health services deliver over 59,398  
episodes of acute cancer care per annum, including 

medical, surgical, radiation oncology, day chemotherapy, 
imaging, pathology, palliative care, psycho-oncology, 

supportive care and allied health services.  
These services will grow in the coming years  

with the expansion of Casey Hospital and the  
growth in cancer service provision  

within the private sector.
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VICTORIAN STATISTICS 

SMICS STATISTICS
SMICS member health services: where cancer patients were treated 2008-2016
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Cancer survival in Victoria – five year survival for Victorians diagnosed with cancer 2010-2014 by residential ICS region

Source: Cancer Council Victoria, Victorian Cancer Registry, 2016
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CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY 
DIVERSE POPULATIONCancer survival in Victoria – five year survival for Victorians diagnosed with cancer 2010-2014 by residential ICS region

Selected countries of birth of patients with a cancer diagnosis by SMICS member health service

Top languages other than English and interpreter required status for oncology patients who reside in the SMICS catchment
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CONSUMER PARTICIPATION 

High Growth Areas   Median Age

The SMICS catchment Local Government Area (LGA) Cardinia  
(which includes areas such as Beaconsfield, Cockatoo and Pakenham) 
has experienced the greatest growth in the region with an increase in 
population of 64.8% between 2006 and 2016. The Casey LGA (including 
Berwick and Cranbourne) has experienced the second highest growth 
rate, with a 39.2% increase in population between 2006 and 2016. 

Source: ABS 2017

64.8% 
Population growth  
at Cardinia  

LGA with the  
lowest median age:   
Cardinia and  
casey

34 
LGA with the  
HIGHEST median age:   
Mornington  
Peninsula 

46 
Source: ABS 2017

39.2%  
Population growth  
at CaSEY  

SMICS works closely with a  
diverse group of consumers and carers  

to ensure that their unique experience and  
perspective is reflected in all of our initiatives. 

In 2016-2017 consumer engagement activities included:

•  Governance group membership

•  Tumour group membership

•  Review and development of patient information

•  MPCCC Strategic Plan (Focus Groups and Workshop)

•  Optimal Care Pathway (OCP) Focus Groups

•  Roll out of the Optimal Care Pathways

•  Research grant review panel membership

•  Speaking appointments

•  Attendance at various conferences  
and education events.
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“ Very good  
to have this type  

of work. 

”
“ Understand  

Australian cancer  
screening process and 

information.  
Very helpful for  

prevention. 

”

Cancer Information and  
Resource Lounge – Peninsula Health     
Peninsula Health in collaboration with 
Southern Melbourne Integrated Cancer 
Service (SMICS), implemented a Cancer 
Information and Resource Lounge for 
people affected by cancer. 

This resource lounge aims to improve 
the wellbeing and experience for cancer 
patients, family and carers. Funding for  
this lounge was made possible with  
a successful grant submission from 
SMICS to Dry July. 

Information is an important part of the 
patient journey. People with cancer, their 
families and carers have diverse support 
needs, including information as one of  

the domains of supportive care. Many 
supportive care needs can be addressed  
by providing the right information at the  
right time. A patient and carer survey 
identified that 71% of people wanted a 
cancer information and resource area for 
Peninsula Health.

The design of the information and resource 
lounge was completed in consultation with 
national and international Cancer Information 
Centres. The resource lounge is located in the 
Integrated Health Centre within Frankston 
Hospital. It is a place where patients, carers 
and family can access appropriate information 
from accredited sources, such as Cancer 
Council Victoria and the Leukaemia Foundation.

Future plans include implementing a 
volunteer program to resource the centre. 
Discussions are underway to identify the 
best practice model for training volunteers 
to provide appropriate support within the 
information lounge.

The Cancer Information and Resource 
Lounge includes space for people to sit and 
read, iPad stations and brochure displays. 
There is also a dedicated phone to call the 
Cancer Council Victoria information and 
support line.

Cancer education comes to the Chinese community 
in south eastern Melbourne    

During the month of May, more than  
60 people from the Chinese community 
attended the “Be Screened Live Longer” 
(Cancer Council Victoria) education 
sessions, which were delivered to the 
South Eastern Chinese Senior Citizen 
Association based at Doveton and 
Springvale Neighbourhood House. 

Bilingual facilitators Dorothy Yiu and Jo Lu 
delivered the program in both Mandarin  
and Cantonese. Key areas addressed by 
the program included delivering information 
related to bowel, breast and cervical  
cancer symptoms and cancer screening. 
Each group engaged in very active  
question and answer sessions.

Pre and post survey responses showed  
a significant enhancement in participants’ 
knowledge of cancer symptoms and 
screening. 

This program is part of the Southern Melbourne Integrated Cancer Service (SMICS) cultural 
awareness pilot, which aims to improve cancer knowledge in the Chinese community in 
addition to educating staff at Monash Cancer Centre about cultural attitudes to cancer.

“ Very good session.  
I got to know about  

cancer screening  
information and how 

important it is. 

”
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Cultural Awareness  
Education – Monash Health

Understanding how ethnicity and culture 
impact a person’s experience of the  
health system is a core component of  
any cultural awareness program. 

The Southern Melbourne Integrated  
Cancer Service (SMICS) cultural awareness 
pilot project endeavoured to enhance 
the knowledge of the oncology health 
professionals working at Monash Cancer 
Centre Moorabbin by increasing their capacity 
to work with Culturally and Linguistically 
Diverse (CALD) communities. 

With 14% of Monash Health patient 
admissions for 2015/16 financial year 
represented by non-English speaking 
patients, the need to create an inclusive 
environment recognising each and every 
culture is important. Upskilling health 
professionals with cultural awareness  
and diversity education has potential  
to positively impact on non-English 
speaking patients’ experience in the 
Australian healthcare system.

An education session was organised  
by SMICS in conjuction with ADEC, a  
state-wide organisation that strives  
to empower people from non-English 
speaking backgrounds, their carers, and 
families to fully participate as members  
of the Victorian community.  

PARTNERING WITH CONSUMERS 
On Tuesday 23rd May a ‘Partnering with 
Consumers’ workshop was facilitated by 
Mary Macheras-Magias representing the 
Health Issues Centre. The half day workshop 
was attended by 42 SMICS member health 
service staff.  

93% of respondents reported that the 
workshop was either “useful or extremely 
useful” and that consumer engagement 
knowledge and skills were reinformed.

Attendees noted the importance of engaging 
consumers to improve outcomes, strategies 
and methods by which to engage consumers, 
barriers to participation and how to overcome 
them, various levels of consumer participation 
and where to locate useful resources as key 
learnings from the day.

Participants indicated that they would like 
additional training in co-design. Plans for a 
workshop have commenced.

This education session was delivered  
at Monash Cancer Centre Moorabbin to 
20 staff from nursing, allied health and 
site management services.

Pre and post surveys showed a significant 
improvement in participants’ awareness, 
knowledge and understanding of the 
individualities of other cultures, barriers 
to service access for members of CALD 
communities and the use of cross-cultural 
communication skills working with people 
from different cultures.

“Need to arrange  
this session as a full day 

workshop targeting other  
Monash Health campuses  

and broader staff  
members.

”- Participant
Jo Seymour, ADEC Trainer/
Assessor, delivered a three hour 
session on:

• A definition of culture and how it 
impacts upon beliefs and behaviour

• The migration experience

• Barriers to service access for  
members of CALD communities

• Creating an inclusive environment 

• Effective cross cultural  
communication strategies

• Review of workplace practices  
and identification of strategies  
to enhance cultural inclusion.
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Introduction of a minimum standard  
for Cancer Nurse Education within  
SMICS member health services.

The development of a framework that 
provides a minimum standard for nursing 
education across the region is the 
cornerstone of a program of work aimed 
at delivering safe and effective patient 
centred care. 

Attracting and retaining a skilled workforce 
is important and requires an investment in 
the infrastructure, training and resources 
which health professionals require to retain 
and upgrade their skills and deliver patient 
services safely.

SMICS in conjunction with its member 
health services, engaged in cancer 
workforce planning to ensure the  
long term sustainability of high quality 
service provision. 

Cancer nurses at SMICS member health 
services can upskill in ADAC by accessing 
an online eviQ education program through 
their Local Management Systems (LMS). 

Health service staff are further supported 
at their local sites by eviQ trained ADAC 
facilitators. ADAC facilitators at each 
SMICS site are now able to assist with 
the technical set up of ADAC as well as 
initiate competency assessment tools 
and clinical skills workshops and issue 
certificates of completion.

Cancer nurses can also attend SMICS 
funded ADAC Facilitator Train the Trainer  
and ADAC in the non-cancer setting 
workshops presented by eviQ. Broader 
engagement of the Integrated Cancer 
Services to become involved in ADAC 
has involved the promotion of these 
workshops to regional nurses in Ballarat 
and Gippsland. 

Cancer nurses from SMICS member health 
services and Ballarat Health Service are 
participating in the evaluation of ADAC.

SMICS also facilitates monthly ADAC 
Regional Networking meetings with 
representation from all SMICS member 
health services plus St John of God 
Berwick.

SMICS will continue to offer the program 
amongst cancer nurses from member 
health services including St John of 
God. Investing in education and training 
of cancer nurses ensures a skilled and 
competent workforce which is able to 
provide the best evidence based care  
to patients. 

For organisations, the framework 
provides the cancer nurses with a tool 
for ongoing professional development, 
as well as a platform to develop key 
service performance indicators and the 
opportunity to develop service models  
and future service planning.

Investing in education and providing  
training and resources for health 
professionals assists them to maintain  
and upgrade their skills to provide  
best evidence based care to patients. 
The plan for the future is to develop the 
Advanced Nursing aspect of the project  
by exploring the possibility of developing  
a post graduate oncology course.

CANCER NURSING WORKFORCE    

The key objectives of this  
program are to:

• Assess the current professional 
development required for a nurse 
working within the cancer field

• Identify the current professional 
development options available 
within the cancer nurse field

• Implement the Antineoplastic 
Drug Administration Course 
(ADAC) program across four 
health services using a change 
management process.
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In order for health workers to provide 
quality care and meet cancer patients 
changing healthcare needs, they must 
become lifelong learners dedicated to 
updating their professional knowledge, 
skills, values, and practice. 

Continuing professional development 
encompasses all of the activities that 
health workers undertake both formally 
and informally to maintain, update, 
develop, and enhance their professional 
skills, knowledge and attitudes.

SMICS professional development 
funding aims to enhance the 
professional growth of the cancer 
workforce and to equip them with 
the skill set to meet the challenges 
involved in delivering optimal care.  
This funding aligns with SMICS’ 
strategic goals and all health 
professionals from member health 
services are eligible to apply 
throughout the year.

SMICS funded participants to attend 
the following professional development 
opportunities: Clinical Oncological 
Society of Australia (COSA) Conference, 
Australasian College of Health 
Service Management (ACHSM) and 
the Australian Council on Healthcare 
Standards (ACHS) Conference, 
Victorian Integrated Cancer Services 
(VICS) Conference, The VCCC 
Survivorship Conference: Improving 
Outcomes for Cancer Survivors and 
The Fourth Psycho-Oncology Research 
Conference: Living with and Beyond 
Cancer, the Australian Telehealth 
Conference and the Oncology Social 
Work Australia (OSWA) Conference.

Australian Telehealth 
Conference

“In April my colleague, Beki Stojanovic 
and I were fortunate enough to attend 
the Australian Telehealth Conference, 
sponsored by SMICS. Both of us are new 
to Oncology and to Moorabbin Hospital, 
and didn’t really understand what we were 
going to. Imagine our surprise to discover 
there is a whole world (a rapidly developing 
world) of healthcare being provided to 
patients globally in this format.

We were treated to an array of Australian 
and international speakers, small focus 
groups where we could nut out thoughts 
and ideas, and staying true to its subject 
of advanced information technology, we 
now have access to all the presentation 
slides, many of which contain links to 
further resources.

Stand out presentations included hearing 
from the developer, and now CEO of 
Headspace, which is a support service we 
refer to often, and ‘medico-legal aspects 
of telehealth in the virtual space’ because 
social workers love an ethical dilemma”.

– Donna Freeman Social Work

Australasian College of Health 
Service Management (ACHSM) 
and the Australian Council on 
Healthcare Standards (ACHS) 
Conference

“The conference was themed  
‘The health leadership challenge:  
making things happen’. 

With a strong focus on providing 
information and inspiration for 
health managers and leaders, the 
conference aimed to deliver some 
practical, proactive pointers for 
those at the coalface in health care. 
Action areas included how to build 
a better workforce, create stronger 
performances by better utilising 
available data, examining leadership 
qualities at an international level as 
well as reviewing the culture behind 
leadership”.

Psycho-Oncology Conference: 
The Inaugural VCCC 
Survivorship Conference

“The delegates were local, national 
and International. The entire program 
comprised plenary sessions and 
provided a mix of research and  
patient experiences of the early and 
longer-term post treatment phase”.

Clinical Oncological Society of 
Australia (COSA) Conference

“The 43rd Annual Scientific Meeting 
carried the theme Partners for Progress 
in Breast Cancer Research and Care.  
A diverse group of highly knowledgeable 
National and International Speakers 
came together over three days to 
present innovative as well as current 
oncology management and treatment 
options for breast cancer, with a focus 
on supporting patients to participate 
in their own care”.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT      

•  Grants

•  Funded Professional  
Grants

•  Professional Activities  
for SMICS Staff
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SUPPORTIVE CARE 

SMICS Supportive Care Screening 2011-2016
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SMICS continues to work with  
health services across southern 
Melbourne to embed and expand 

sustainable supportive care screening 
practices. Supportive care screening 

continues to be measured via the annual 
Department of Health and Human 

Services audit. 

The SMICS region is currently exceeding 
the target of 50% for supportive  

care screening of newly diagnosed  
cancer patients, increasing to 62% 

 in the recent 2016 audit.

The Multidisciplinary Team Meeting 
Management System (MDT MMS) is 
being used by teams across SMICS public 
member health services (Alfred Health, 
Monash Health and Peninsula Health) 
to gather and document information 
prior to patient presentation at a MDT 
meeting, for real-time documentation 
during MDT meetings, and to coordinate 
and disseminate post-meeting 
communication. 

Most recently, in April 2017, the breast 
multidisciplinary team at Alfred Health 
began to use the MDT MMS. 

Eight teams at Monash Health, five at 
Peninsula Health and two teams at Alfred 
Health now use the MDT MMS. 

Users have reported a pleasing reduction 
in post meeting workload, due to meeting 
recommendations being automatically filed in 
the patient electronic medical record and being 
sent via Healthlink secure messaging service 
to the patient’s General Practitioner (GP). 

Health services are continuing to work with 
the system vendor, Smart Health Solutions 
to build and enhance interfaces which will 
allow information flow between information 
technology applications. 

Smart Health has convened a region-wide 
user group in which representatives from 
health services, and across disciplines come 
together to share ideas about future system 
enhancements. 

An evaluation of the MDT MMS project was 
completed, and it was found that the system 
has “considerable potential to enhance 
multidisciplinary cancer care and the critical 
processes relating to data capture, sharing 
and communication with patients and the 
extended clinical team including GPs”.  
“…the MDT MMS stands to, not only provide 
a system that supports the MDT process, but 
to enhance that process through increasing 
consistency and provide the basis for further 
focussed quality improvement initiatives”. 

(SMICS evaluation of MDT MMS, Final 
Evaluation Report, September 2016).

MULTIDISCIPLINARY CARE 
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Victorian Lung Cancer 
Service Redesign Projects
The Victorian Lung Cancer Service Redesign 
(VLCSR) Pilot Projects commenced in  
July 2016, across five health services in  
Victoria. Each project is co-funded by the 
Department of Health and Human Services  
and their respective Integrated Cancer Service 
or health service. SMICS is the appointed lead 
agency for the VLCSRP. 

OBJECTIVES 

The primary objectives of the VLCSR pilot  
project are to:

• develop systems and measures that target 
improvements in the timeliness of lung  
cancer care from receipt of referral to start  
of first treatment

• ensure all patients with a new diagnosis  
of lung cancer are discussed at a  
multidisciplinary team meeting

• increase the capability of Victorian lung cancer 
teams to employ redesign methodology

• ensure sustainability of the redesigned 
services post project.

Redesign methodologies were used to identify 
baseline performance from the point of referral 
to the start of first treatment for lung cancer 
and to generate evidenced based solutions 
to the problems identified. The Victorian Lung 
Cancer Registry (VLCR) was engaged to support 
a standard approach to data collection and 
evaluation. Both quantitative and qualitative data 
is being collected including information on clinician 
and consumer experience. A Community of 
Practice was established to support collaborative 
learning, facilitate joint problem solving and 
create, spread and sustain best practice 
improvements in the delivery of lung cancer care.

OUTCOMES

• The set-up, diagnostic and solution phase  
of the local VLCSR Projects are completed.  
The Implementation and Evaluation phase of 
the VLCSR Projects commenced in March 2017  
and are due to be completed in March 2018. 

• The VLCSR Project, model of care, is currently 
being replicated across other tumour streams 
in Victoria.

FUTURE

• Ensure sustainability of the redesigned 
services

• Develop an overarching report on the  
impact of the VLCSRP on the timeliness  
of lung cancer care for patients in Victoria 

• Disseminate the VLCSRP findings through 
conference presentations and publications.

AIM 

To develop an ideal lung cancer dataset 
for routine collection at MDT meetings 
through a modified Delphi approach. 

METHODS

An initial survey of 16 items was 
developed and pilot tested to optimise 
structure and content. The survey 
was distributed to the practicing lung 
cancer clinical community via:

1: Professional bodies including 
the Thoracic Society of Australia 
and New Zealand, the Faculty of 
Radiation Oncology of the Royal 
Australian and New Zealand College 
of Radiologists and the Australasian 
Lung Cancer Trials Group.

2: A convenience sample of 
interested participants with 
relevant clinical background.

Data from the first round was analysed 
and reviewed by an expert panel prior 
to a second round and subsequent 
finalisation of the dataset.

OUTCOMES

Development of optimal AMDAT 
datasets for lung cancer MDTs 
through a consensus process.

FUTURE

Further research aims to identify 
the necessary framework and 
components to pilot standardised 
multidisciplinary lung cancer data 
collection across several Australian 
states. This project extends the  
study in 2017 supported by the  
2017 Applied Medical Research  
(AMR) Buy-Out Grant, which  
enabled the AMDAT study team  
to successfully develop optimal 
AMDAT datasets for lung cancer  
MDTs through a consensus process.

CANCER SERVICE IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS 
Australian Lung Cancer MDT Optimal 
Datasets (AMDAT)
SMICS and Monash Health worked collaboratively with Sydney Catalyst 
Translational Cancer Research at Sydney University and clinicians from other 
states, to develop a national consensus statement about lung cancer diagnostic 
intervals and data collection points. This project is being led by Dr Emily Stone 
from New South Wales.
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CANCER SERVICE IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS 

Victorian Integrated 
2017 Optimal Care in 
Cancer Conference
The third biannual Victorian Integrated Cancer 
Service Conference welcomed over 290 
health professionals and consumers from 
across Victoria to the Melbourne Convention 
and Exhibition Centre on the 11th and 12th  
of May 2017. 

The conference provided a great opportunity 
for health service representatives including 
clinicians, researchers and consumers to learn 
more about current and emerging work being 
undertaken in the cancer sector and to build 
connections across the cancer community.

The theme for the conference focussed on 
Optimal Care in Cancer and covered a range 
of topics including; optimal cancer treatment, 
primary care, survivorship, supportive care, using 
research and data to improve services, patient 
experiences and patient-centred palliative care.

Delegates were inspired with presentations  
from more than 60 presenters. 

INITIATIVE

Southern Melbourne Integrated 
Cancer Service (SMICS) has 
commenced the implementation  
of the OCP project in collaboration 
with our member health services, 
across the lung and colorectal 
tumour streams, in the first instance. 

SMICS has worked with 
multidisciplinary clinicians to  
map the current patient flow  
and pattern of care by validating 
analysis of administrative datasets 
and by undertaking clinical auditing. 

Decisions about the priorities for 
system and service improvement 
were sought using an expert  
working group model. 

AIM

To align the care of all Victorian  
lung and colorectal cancer patients 
with the Optimal Care Pathways.

KEY OBJECTIVES

• Identify gaps in current services 
to inform quality improvement 
initiatives across all aspects of  
the cancer care pathway

• Promote discussion and collaboration 
between health professionals and 
people affected by cancer 

• Improve patient outcomes by 
facilitating consistent cancer care  
on a standardised pathway of care.

METHODOLOGY

The OCP Implementation Projects 
consist of six clearly defined stages, 
as illustrated below with work currently 
progressed through to the evaluation 
and sustainability stages.  

LEAN methodologies and tools have 
been used to compare current patterns 
of care with the critical steps outlined 
in the tumour specific OCP. Service 
improvement initiatives arising from  
the lung and colorectal OCP gap analysis 
and clinical data item analysis have been 
identified and prioritised in consultation 
with the expert working group. 

OPTIMAL CARE PATHWAY IMPLEMENTATION 
PROJECT – LUNG AND COLORECTAL
The pathway for cancer patients undergoing diagnosis and treatment for cancer 
is complex, typically involving multiple health care providers and institutions, 
both public and private. The Optimal Care Pathways (OCPs) have been developed 
to assist in the coordination of better service delivery and to inform key service 
improvement activities, particularly those that reduce unwarranted variation.

Prepare Assess Diagnose 
Plan and 

implement  
Evaluate  Sustain 

Keynote speakers included:

• Professor Eva Grunfeld: Professor, 
Institute for Health Policy, Management 
and Evaluation and Dalla Lana School  
of Public Health at the University of 
Toronto, Canada

• Professor Geoff Porter: Professor in the 
Departments of Surgery and Community 
Health and Epidemiology at Dalhouse 
University in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

• Associate Professor Michael Hofman: 
Nuclear Medicine Physician at the  
Centre of Molecular Imaging, Cancer 
Imaging at the Peter MacCallum Cancer 
Centre in Melbourne

• Associate Professor Brian Le:  
Director of Palliative Care Peter 
MacCallum Cancer Centre and Royal 
Melbourne Hospital

• Robyn Moore: Consumer Speaker

• Mary Macheras-Magias: Coordinator, 
Consumer Representation and Training  
at Health Issues Centre, Melbourne 
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PROJECT TITLE

Pathways to wellness – shared care  
after colorectal cancer.

AIM

Design, implement and evaluate guideline 
directed, shared care follow-up for risk 
assessed colorectal cancer survivors 
at Monash Health and Eastern Health by 
2019, in partnership with consumers and 
primary care.

METHODS

Participants receive:

• Holistic needs assessment and 
assessment of lifestyle-related 
risk of cancer recurrence

• Self-management support 
and interdisciplinary care 
coordination, including referral to 
risk-assessed diet, exercise and 
health coaching interventions

• Survivorship care plan and health 
and wellbeing plan

• Coordinated, guideline-directed 
shared care follow-up 

• Cancer Council Victoria Wellness 
and life after cancer program 
group workshops (optional)

• Targeted carer support needs 
assessment and intervention.

GPs receive Care Coordinator support, 
a colorectal cancer webinar and risk 
assessed rapid re-entry to specialist care.

Redesign methods will be used to minimise 
waste in the care coordination intervention 
and a business case to support ongoing 
shared care coordination will be formulated. 

OUTCOMES

Co-design methods were used to 
design and agree risk stratified shared 
care pathways, tools and processes. 
Consumers, GPs, GP representative bodies, 
Colorectal Surgeons, Oncologists, Radiation 
Oncologists and other Victorian shared care 
projects were consulted.

A Colorectal Shared Care Coordinator was 
recruited in May 2017. Twelve participants 
and one carer have been recruited to 
shared care at time of writing. Recruitment 
to the project intervention will continue 
until October 2018; with shared care 
implementation and evaluation continuing 
October 2019.

FUTURE

The study will recruit 100 participants 
by October 2018. ‘Wellness and Life 
after Cancer’ workshops  will commence 
in October 2017. The School of General 
Practice, University of Melbourne will 
complete the project evaluation. 

Evaluation data and implementation 
lessons will be shared with the Department 
of Health and Human Services, health 
service and community stakeholders.

ICS collaboration – Colorectal 
Shared Care Project  

Victorian Cancer 
Performance 
Monitoring 
Framework (VCPMF)
In July 2016, the Victorian Cancer 
Performance Monitoring Framework 
project moved onto a new phase 
involving the transition from the 
initial testing of indicators into a 
pilot program to operationalise the 
systematic collection, analysis and 
‘use’ of cancer performance and 
outcome information for quality 
improvement.

METHODS

The results for the pilot suite of six 
cancer performance indicators using 
2013 data were disseminated across 
the Victorian Integrated Cancer 
Services (VICS) for internal review.

The focus was on trialling a process 
for translating state-wide cancer 
performance data and information 
into practice-based knowledge at a 
local level. The data was used by the 
Integrated Cancer Services (ICS)  
and their clinical networks for review 
and analysis.

This devolved model of analysis 
involved each of the ICS, including 
SMICS, playing a key role in analysing 
their respective data.

OUTCOMES

The review of data at both a state 
and local level identified variations 
in cancer care and outcomes across 
the Victorian cancer system in need 
of further investigation and quality 
improvement. 

Feedback was also received from users 
of the data and information about the 
presentation of the results, data quality 
and their experience of the clinical 
engagement and review process.

FUTURE

The results for an expanded suite of 
eight cancer performance indicators 
for the 2014 and 2015 data will be 
disseminated for another round of 
review and analysis in August 2017. 

It is expected that the VCPMF project 
will transition to DHHS in the latter 
half of 2017 in preparation for its 
implementation.

COLLABORATION:  
Department of Health and Human Services funded project, in partnership with North 
Eastern Melbourne Integrated Cancer Service, Eastern and South Eastern Melbourne 
Primary Health Networks, Monash Health and Eastern Health.
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The LEAD Project is a 30-month 
research project led by Professor 
Danielle Mazza, Monash University. 
The grant for this project was awarded 
through the 2015 round of the  
Priority-driven Collaborative Cancer 
Research Scheme and is funded by 
Cancer Council Australia with the 
assistance of Cancer Australia. 

This study is being conducted at five 
sites across three states, including:  
the Southern Melbourne Integrated 
Cancer Service (SMICS), the  
North-Eastern Melbourne Integrated 
Cancer Service (NEMICS) and the 
Western and Central Melbourne 
Integrated Cancer Service (WCMICS)  
in Victoria, the Royal Prince Alfred 
Hospital (RPAH) in NSW, and the  
Princess Alexandra Hospital (PAH)  
in Queensland.

AIMS 

• Measure, compare and contrast the  
time intervals to diagnosis and first 
definitive treatment for CALD and  
Anglo-Australian lung cancer patients.

• Identify patient healthcare provider  
and health system factors that  
influence pathways to diagnosis and 
first definitive treatment in CALD and 
Anglo-Australian lung cancer patients. 

The recruitment target for SMICS is 150 
lung cancer patients (i.e. 75 per group). 
Patients will be recruited from Monash 
Health and Alfred Health.

METHODS

The LEAD Project uses a mixed-methods, 
observational cohort study design, 
comprising prospective identification of 
lung cancer patients, patient symptom 

questionnaires, case-note analysis of 
hospital and general practice records, and 
interviews with lung cancer patients, to 
obtain detailed data on their diagnostic  
and treatment pathways. Interviews will also 
be conducted with General Practitioners 
(GPs) and hospital specialists to obtain their 
perspectives on health system factors that 
may be contributing to diagnostic delay. 

LEAD has the endorsement of the Primary 
Care Collaborative Cancer Clinical Trials Group 
(PC4), which provides the team with access 
to expert advice on research methodology 
and study coordination. 

FUTURE

Patient recruitment for the LEAD Project 
commenced at Monash Health in June  
2017 and will be progressed at the remaining 
sites over the coming months.

SERVICE IMPROVEMENT RESEARCH 

AIMS

Patients with head and neck cancers 
undergoing Chemo Radiotherapy (CRT) 
require complex multidisciplinary team 
involvement. An audit at Monash Cancer 
Centre was carried out to evaluate the 
new CRT services for patients with Head 
and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma 
(HNSCC). The main aims were to measure 
patient and staff satisfaction and identify 
areas for improvement.

METHOD

An HNSCC audit was conducted of 
patients treated at Monash Cancer Centre 
from 1 April 2016 to 1 April 2017. Using 
the Department of Health and Human 
Services Patient Experience Survey for 
oncology patients, a patient satisfaction 
questionnaire was developed. A separate 
questionnaire was designed for staff. 
Further information was reviewed from 
the in-house Riskman incident and 
feedback reporting tool (VHIMS).

RESULTS

Of the 101 patients identified, 60 were 
eligible to receive a questionnaire.  
A 57% response rate was achieved.

Overall 100% of patients were satisfied 
with the care received from all health 
professionals involved in their treatment. 
Over 30% of the patients thought they could 
have benefited from psychological support.

A total of 20 staff members from medical, 
nursing and allied health backgrounds 
completed the staff satisfaction survey. 
Most of the staff felt feeding issues, airway 
issues and the social situation of patients 
with HNSCC make it more demanding than 
other cancer types. A total of 80% of 
staff commented on potential barriers to 
improve services. The main issues identified 
were around the need for more specialised 
clinics (for example a laryngectomy clinic and 
tracheostomy clinic), better communication 
between the head and neck oncology unit 
and other departments, and streamlining 

the interface of outpatient dietetic 
services with inpatient flow and other 
health services.

CONCLUSION

This audit indicates that both patient 
and staff experience of the new CRT 
service at Monash Cancer Centre is 
highly satisfactory and has established 
benchmarks for future auditing. 

Areas for improvement include staff support 
and training and further alignment of dietetic 
practices and processes across Monash 
Cancer Centre and Peter MacCallum Cancer 
Centre. Recommendations to address 
areas for improvement include providing 
easier access to Peter MacCallum Cancer 
Centre patient medical records, an increase 
in the availability of psychology services and 
enhancement of patient  understanding of 
long term outcomes.

HEAD AND NECK CANCERS AUDIT OF CHEMO RADIOTHERAPY 

LEAD Project

SITES IN AUSTRALIA PARTICIPATING IN THE LEAD PROJECT

VICTORIA

SMICS NEMICS WCMICS

NEW SOUTH WALES QUEENSLAND

Professor  
Danielle Mazza
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Integrated Cancer Services audit
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Integrated Cancer Services audit results

SMICS continues to audit  
its public member health services  

against the Department of Health and  
Human Services  (DHHS) performance indicators. 

2016 saw further improvements across the  
region in documented evidence of:

•  A multidisciplinary team discussion (target - 80%) – 
83%

•  Cancer staging recorded in the multidisciplinary 
recommendation (target - 100%) –  

81%

•  Communication of the initial treatment plan to the 
patient’s GP (target - 100%) – 

95%

•  Supportive care screening  
(target - 50%) – 

62%

Source: Health service medical records, 2017

SMICS continues to work with tumour streams to strengthen audit results and reach DHHS targets.
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FINANCE REPORT  

(FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017)

OPERATING COST CENTRE 2015/2016 2016/2017 

REVENUE 2,055,707                  2,067,332 

Grants - Other                        20,097 

Grants - State 1,952,170                  1,873,702 

Other Revenue 103,537                      173,533 

SALARY AND WAGES 1,150,702  1,267,187 

Annual Leave -28,876  -4,735 

Salaries and Wages -1,121,826 -1,262,452 

SALARY ON COSTS -145,444  -166,164 

Long Service Leave -33,261  - 37,893 

Superannuation -95,717 - 106,941 

Workcover -16,465 - 21,329 

OTHER EXPENSES -440,080  - 534,552 

Computers and Communication -39,995 -20,609 

Food -488 -419 

Internal Transfers -110,576 -114,093 

Lease Expenses -4,544 -7,568 

Other Expenses -263,717 -314,956 

Other External Contracts -20,153 -76,674 

Repairs and Maintenance -607 -235 

GRAND TOTAL 319,481                         99,429 
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The MPCCC appreciates 
the willing contribution of 
all health professionals, 

researchers, consumers and 
members of the governance 

groups during 2016-17 as we 
seek to improve outcomes 
for cancer patients across 

southern Melbourne.

MPCCC THANK YOU
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ACRONYMS
ADAC Antineoplastic Drug Administration Course

AML Acute Myeloid Leukemia

CALD Culturally and Linguistically Diverse

CEO Chief Executive Officer

CLL Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia

CCV Cancer Council Victoria

CDU Chemotherapy Day Unit

COSA Clinical Oncology Society of Australia

CSIC Cancer Service Improvement Coordinator

C-SIM Cancer Symptom Interval Measure

CRT Chemo-radiotherapy

ctDNA Circulating tumour deoxyribonucleic acid

DHHS Department of Health and Human Services

EdCAN National Cancer Nursing Education Project

EGRF Epidermal growth factor receptor

ENT Ear Nose and Throat

GP General Practitioner

ICS Integrated Cancer Serive

IL-6 Interleukin 6

KPI Key Performance Indicator

LEAD
Lung cancer diagnostic and treatment pathways:  
A comparison between CALD and Anglo-Australian patients

MCCC Monash Comprehensive Cancer Consortium

MDT Multidisciplinary Team

MDTM Multidisciplinary Team Meeting

MDT MMS Multidisciplinary Team Meeting Management System

MHTP Monash Health Translation Precinct

MPAHSC Monash Partners Academic Health Science Centre

MPCCC Monash Partners Comprehensive Cancer Consortium

NEMICS North Eastern Melbourne Integrated Cancer Service

NHMRC National Health and Medical Research Council

NSCLC Non small cell lung cancer

OCP Optimal Care Pathway

PARP Poly ADP ribose polymerase

PHN Primary Health Network

PREMS Patient Reported Experience Measures

PROMS Patient Reported Outcome Measures

SABR Stereotactic Ablative Radiotherapy

SD Standard Deviation

SEMPHN South Eastern Melbourne Primary Health Network

SMICS Southern Melbourne Integrated Cancer Service

SWAB Sexual Wellbeing After Breast Cancer

VAED Victorian Admitted Episodes Dataset

VCCC Victorian Comprehensive Cancer Centre

VCP Victorian Cancer Plan 2016-2020

VCPMF Victorian Cancer Performance Monitoring Framework

VLCSRP Victorian Lung Cancer Service Redesign Project
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